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System and Method for Maintaining Consistent Container-Specific Counters in a Distributed
Eventually Consistent Storage System Containing Billions of Objects/Files

Abstract
Conflict-free replicated data types, CRDTs, (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflictfree_replicated_data_type) are used to maintain consistent metadata/counters (fileshare/folder/container-specific space used, iops served etc..) in an eventually consistent
system. These counters need to be strongly consistent (compared to the user data) since they
will be used management actions like user billing, quota enforcement. For the client-initiated
data path, a straightforward application of CRDTs suffices, each proxy that serves a client
request stores the counter under a key corresponding to the node on which the proxy runs (see
Figure 1 below).

For system maintenance, a distributed system can generate background writes/deletes that are
often duplicates and separated over a period of time in the order days. This invention solves
the problem of efficiently de-duplicating these system-initiated counter updates when the
system contains millions of counters.
Problem Solved
Eventually consistent systems typically consist of multiple computing systems/nodes
that are loosely coupled and process client requests even in the face of network partitions. On a
partition heal, the diverged data if any is reconciled by file-type specific policies. One simple
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policy is ‘last-writer wins’, where the version with the slightly older timestamp is deleted by the
system. There are other examples of system-initiated background IO: time-based expiration of
files, deletion of a file replica if it cannot be synced even after a long period of time.
In all the above cases the system-initiated action will be run on each replica of the file, often at
wildly different times. During this process, the system may be under a network partition and
there might not be a way to wait for the process to conclude on all the file replicas. Under these
conditions we must make forward progress on each replica and at the same time not double
count the counter update when the same action is performed on a different replica.
In all the above cases the system-initiated action will be run on each replica of the file, often at
wildly different times. During this process, the system may be under a network partition and
there might not be a way to wait for the process to conclude on all the file replicas. Under these
conditions we must make forward progress on each replica and at the same time not double
count the counter update when the same action is performed on a different replica.
Prior Solution
One typical solution is to store the counters in a fully-consistent store with the user data in an
eventually-consistent system. For example, we can store the file paths and sizes in a highlyavailable, replicated database with the bulky file data in the eventually consistent store. This
becomes challenging if the number of files is in the billions. The problem of maintaining
consistent, highly available store for the metadata is compounded (replication lag etc..) if we
need to ship this as an embedded system to the customer site with minimal hands-on
management rather than maintain it in-house as a service (say, cloud vendors).

The current invention allows us to build strongly-consistent counters on top of the eventually
consistent store.
Description
In addition to the client-initiated object access, described in Figure 1, the primary
contribution of this invention is the solution to the problem of accounting for system-initiated
background updates, described in Figure 2 below, including, but not limited to, deletes in the
face network partitions.
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With reference to Figure 1, SysObjects 100 refers to a logical datastore that has the highest
quorum requirements and is in sync across the distributed cluster. The Query Processor 105 is
the primary means of obtaining aggregated counters, say for the container
‘/tenant1/containerA’. The proxy nodes, 110 and 115, serve client initiated requests using
multitude of processes, 120 proc, each containing an in-memory ProcStore 125 to aggregate
counter updates within a proc. Periodically the ProcStore is flushed to the per-node process
KVSPerfMon 135 through the communication endpoint 130, typically unix domain sockets, TCP
or other mechanism. The KVSPerfmon aggregates this in an in-memory store, NodeStore 140.
This is periodically to flushed to a persistent store, 145 proxyA.db and also to SysObjects. If
SysObjects is not available online, the updates are stored in proxyA.db and synced when
SysObjects becomes reachable. This describes a scheme whereby counter updates are stored in
a hierarchy of in-memory caches which serves to minimize updates to proxyA.db and
SysObjects, especially since counter updates to a specific container exhibits strong temporal
locality.
In this document an object and file are used interchangeably and similarly a file-share,
container and folder are used interchangeably and refer to the same semantic entity.
With reference to Figure 2, the system comprises of multitude of nodes running the KLS
process, 200, 205 and 210, each containing a persistent database 225 containing the objects
that belong to different containers. An object will be replicated on a subset of the KLS processes
across the cluster. KLS operates independent of its peers, for the most part, since network
partitions are not uncommon in a distributed system. KLS processes (KLS-1, KLS-2, KLS-3) are
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loosely coupled and process client requests to the same object even in the face of network
partitions. On a partition heal, the diverged objects, if any, are reconciled by file-type specific
policies. One simple policy is ‘last-writer wins’, where the version with the slightly older
timestamp is deleted by the system. There are other examples of system-initiated background
IO: time-based expiration of objects, deletion of an object if it cannot be replicated to other KLS
processes even after a long period of time.
In one example, from Figure 2, KLS-1, as part of the scrubber process 230, could decide to
delete the expired object, objA under container /tenant1/containerA. It would do a best-effort
attempt to delete objA from its peers , KLS-2 and KLS-3. If it is unable to successfully contact
one of its peers (say, KLS-2), it would update the active bloom-filter (BF_Active) with the key
corresponding to objA. KLS-2 when it comes online and decides to delete objA would check the
bloom filters BF_Active and BF_Prev to see whether the key corresponding to objA is present. If
the key is present it deletes objA and does not update the counters corresponding to the
deleted objA (e.g. space used by the container /tenant1/containerA). If the key is not present, it
follows the regular path described earlier: best-effort attempt to delete it from its peers and
updates the counter. The best-effort attempt to contact the peer KLS processes is to ensure
that we avoid updating the bloom filter as much as possible (to minimize false positives). This
method is described in 215.
With reference to Figure 2, the Scrubber process that iterates over all the files/objects in that
KLS node. This process can take on the order of days depending on the system load, scheduling
of the scrubber process and the number of keys or files stored in the KLS. We maintain a
scrub_generation_number per container or per KLS process 235 scrub_gen. This generation
number is local to each KLS since our distributed system is loosely coupled and is incremented
on the start of a scrubbing cycle on each KLS. We maintain two bloom filters, BF_Active and
BF_Prev in SysObjects. We also maintain a set [prev_scrub_gen], an array of generation
numbers corresponding to each of the KLS.
The system starts with BF_Active and BF_prev cleared and the set of
scrubbing_generation_numbers set to zero. Periodically one of the KLS, typically the one with
the lowest ID, will check the current scrubbing_generation_number for each of its peers and
check against the corresponding value stored in KVS SysObjects:
/metrics/tenant1/containerA/iostats/.kls => [scrub_gen]. If all the KLS processes have
incremented their scrubbing_generation_number from their prev value stored in KVS
SysObjects or the create time of BF_Prev, crtime(BF_Prev), the time when BF_Active was
renamed to BF_Prev, is older than a configured time (in the order of days), it renames
BF_Active to BF_prev and updates [scrub_gen] to the current set of generation numbers. A
zero’d BF_Active is created. This cycling of BF_Active and BF_Prev is done to ensure that we can
reduce the size of the above bloom filters without too many false positives. This method is
described in 220 Bloom Filter Maintenance.
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With reference to Figure 2, the KLS process can make progress when SysObjects is not
accessible by maintaining a redo log 240 of actions (obj deleted, how counters are to be
updated). When SysObjects is reacheable it can apply the action in the redo log by following the
method described in 215. The proposed system uses bounded storage, on the order of number
of containers, to manage the container-specific counters for potentially billions of files under
each container. The method works even when SysObject is not accessible and the same
files/objects are updated in different nodes that cannot communicate with each other, due to
say a network partition.
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